University Faculty

College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Agricultural Economics
Michael D. Woods, PhD—Professor and Head

Regents Professors: B. Wade Brorsen, PhD; Gerald A. Doeksen, PhD; Damona G. Doye, PhD; Shida R. Henneberry, PhD

Professors: Brian Adam, PhD; Chunjin Chung, PhD; Eric DeVugd, PhD; Michael R. Dickens, PhD; Francis M. Epplin, PhD; Rodney Holcomb, PhD; Phil Kenkel, PhD; Notie H. Lansford, PhD; Jayson L. Luk, PhD; Derrell S. Peel, PhD; Larry D. Sanders, PhD; Raymond J. Schatz, PhD; Daniel S. Tilley, PhD

Associate Professors: Tracy Boyer, PhD; F. Bailey Norwood, PhD; Kellie Rapez, PhD; Arthur Stoecker, PhD; Jeff Vitale, PhD; Brian Whittacre, PhD

Assistant Professors: Jody Campiche, PhD; Shannon Ferrall, JD; David Sideler, PhD; Jeff Vitale, PhD

Agricultural Education, Communications and Leadership
Robert Terry, Jr., PhD—Professor and Head

Professors: D. Dwayne Cartmell, PhD; Charles Cox, EdD; M. Craig Edwards, PhD; Kathleen Kelsey, PhD; James P. Key (emeritus); Solly R. Sitton, PhD; William G. Weeds, PhD

Associate Professors: J. Shane Robinson, PhD; Penny L. Weeks, PhD

Assistant Professors: Traci Naile, PhD; Jon W. Ramsey, PhD; Jeff Sallee, PhD

Agriculture (general)
Professor and Associate Dean, Academic Programs: Cynda R. Flary, PhD
Professor and Interim Assistant Dean, Academic Programs: W. Stephen Damron, PhD

Regents Professor and Director, International Agricultural Programs: Edwin L. Miller, PhD

Assistant Director, DASNR International Programs: Adelrudis Tongo, EdD

Regents Professor and Director, Masters of Agriculture in International Agriculture: Norman Williams, PhD

Coordinator, Prospective Student Services: CassiDe Street, MS

Coordinator, Student Success: Amy Gazaway, MS

Coordinator, Student Success: Kelsey E. Lee, BS

Graduate Certification: Susan Willoughby, MS

Animal Science
Clint Rusk, PhD—Professor and Head

Regents Professors: Robert F. Wetterman, PhD

Professors: W. Stephen Damron, PhD; Gerald Q. Fitch, PhD; David W. Freeman, PhD; Gerald W. Horn, PhD; Clinton Krehbiel, PhD; J. Robert Kroupp, PhD; David L. Lalmann, PhD; Peter Mariana, PhD; Glenn E. Selk, PhD (emeritus); Leon J. Spicer, PhD

Associate Professors: Scott Carte, PhD; Steven Cooper, PhD; Udaya DeSilva, PhD; Mark Z. Johnson, PhD; Gretchen Mafi, PhD; Chris Richards, PhD; Deb VanOverbeke, PhD; Guolong Zhang, PhD

Assistant Professors: Jennifer Hernandez-Gifford, PhD; Diva Jaroni, PhD; Rafael Mateescu, PhD; Dan Stein, PhD

Assistant Extension Specialist: Rusty Goss, MS

Coordinator, Student Success: Lj Bernhard, MS

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
John E. Gustafson, PhD—Professor and Head

Regents Professors: Robert L. Matts, PhD; Ulrich K. Melcher, PhD; Andrew J. Mott, PhD; Chang-An Yu, PhD

Professors: Randy B. Allen, PhD; Patricia Rayas-Duarte, PhD; Jose L. Soulages, PhD; Linda Yu, PhD

Associate Professors: Patricia Canaan, PhD; Junpeng Deng, PhD; Ramamurthy Mahalingam, PhD; Rita Miller, PhD; Ramanjulu Sunkar, PhD

Assistant Professors: Rita Miller, PhD; Donald Ruhl, PhD; Kevin Wilson, PhD

Associate Research Professor: Estela L. Arrese, PhD

Research Assistant Professor: Yongfang Li, PhD

Associate Research Scientists: Steven D. Hartson, PhD; Peter R. Hoyt, PhD

Assistant Research Scientist: Rakesh Kaundal, PhD

Instructor: Judy A. Hall, MS

Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Daniel L. Thomas, PhD, PE—Professor and Head

Regents Professor: Glenn O. Brown, PhD, PE

Professors: Nurhan Dunford, PhD, PE; Raymond L. Huhnek, PhD, PE; Daniel E. Storm, PhD; Randal K. Taylor, PhD, PE

Professors Emeriti: Ronald L. Elliott, PhD, PE; Michael D. Smolen, PhD; Marvin L. Stone, PhD, PE (Regents)

Adjunct Professors: Jurgen Garbrecht, PhD; Gregory J. Hanson, PhD, PE

Associate Professors: Daniele D. Bellmer, PhD; Timothy J. Bowser, PhD, PE; Harry L. Field, EdD; Gary A. Fox, PhD, PE; Douglas W. Hamilton, PhD, PE; Carol L. Jones, PhD, PE; Ning Wang, PhD, PE; Paul R. Weckler, PhD, PE; Mark R. Wilkins, PhD, PE

Adjunct Associate Professor: George Sambagh, PhD

Assistant Professors: Hasan Atarih, PhD; Michael Buer, PhD; Robert Scott Frazier, PhD; PE; Ajay Kumar, PhD; Yu Mao, PhD; Jason R. Vogel, PhD, PE

Adjunct Assistant Professors: Sherry L. Hunt, PhD; Joshua B. Payne, PhD; Scott Stoddle, PhD; John Wanamura, PhD

Associate Researcher: J.D.Carlson, PhD

Assistant Researcher: Krushna N. Patil, PhD

Post Doctoral Fellow: Afi Lownahgi, PhD

Assistant Extension Specialist: Albert Sutherland, MS

Entomology and Plant Pathology
Phillip G. Mulkir, Jr., PhD—Professor and Head

Director, National Institute for Microbial Forensics and Food & Agricultural Biosecurity (NIMFFAB): Jacqueline Fletcher, PhD

Assistant Director, National Institute for Microbial Forensics and Food & Agricultural Biosecurity (NIMFFAB): Liz C. Wayadande, PhD

Regents Professor: Jacqueline Fletcher, PhD

Endowed Professor Structural and Urban Entomology: Bradford M. Kard, PhD

Professors: Charles Abrams, PhD (adjunct); Robert W. Barker, PhD (emeritus); Richard C. Berberet, PhD (emeritus); Benny Brunton, PhD (adjunct); Jan T. Criswell, PhD (emeritus); Kenneth Conway, PhD (emeritus); John P. Darmico, PhD; Jack W. Dillow, PhD; Norman C. Elliott, PhD (adjunct); Alexander B. Filonow, PhD (emeritus); Kristopher L. Giles, PhD; Robert M. Hunger, PhD; Haibo Jiang, PhD; Larry J. Littlefield, PhD (emeritus); Hasan A. Melouk, PhD (adjunct); Richard Nelson, PhD (adjunct); Thomas W. Phillips, PhD (adjunct); Gary Puterka, PhD (adjunct); Hal Reed, PhD (adjunct); Marilyn Rousinick, PhD (adjunct); Tom A. Royer, PhD; John R. Sauer, PhD (emeritus); Jannmarie Verchot-Lubicz, PhD; Nathas Walker, PhD; Russell E. Wright, PhD (emeritus)

Associate Professors: Stephen Marek, PhD; Kiran Mysore, PhD (adjunct); Kevin Shafman, PhD (adjunct)

Assistant Professors: Francisco Ocho Corona, PhD; Carla Garzon, PhD; Carmen Greenwood, PhD; Deborah Jaworski, PhD; Li Maria Ma, PhD; Thomas Mitchell, PhD (adjunct); Julio Molineros, PhD (adjunct); Jerry Moore, PhD (adjunct); George Opt, PhD; Eric Rebek, PhD; Michael Reinskid, PhD; Kay Sheets, PhD (adjunct); Damon Smith, PhD; Justin Talley, PhD; Carolyn Young, PhD (adjunct)

Assistant Researcher: Richard A. Grantham, PhD

Associate Extension Specialist: Andrine Shafman, PhD

Assistant Extension Specialist: Jen Olson, MS

Survey Entomologist: Don Arnold, MS

Director, Oklahoma Agricultural Leadership Program and Extension Associate (Stored Products): Edmond Bonjour, MS

Environmental Sciences
Brian J. Carter, PhD—Professor and Director

Professors: Karen Hickman, PhD (plant ecology); Edwin L. Miller, PhD (forest hydrology)

2012-2013 University Catalog
Associate Professors: Tracy Boyer, PhD (natural resource economics); Harry Field, PhD (agricultural mechanics and site analysis); Stephen W. Hallgren, PhD (forest ecology); Chad Penn, PhD (soil environmental chemistry); Arthur Stoecker, PhD (natural resource economics)
Assistant Professors: Carmen Greenwood, PhD (insect ecology); Tyson E. Ochsner, PhD (soil and water resources)

Horticulture and Landscape Architecture
Dale M. Marnock, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professors: Janet C. Cole, PhD; Michael W. Smith, PhD
Wayne W. and Jean Huffline Endowed Professorship in Turfgrass Science: Greg Bell, PhD
Professors: Jeffrey A. Anderson, PhD; Louis Anella, PhD; Lynn Brandenberg, PhD; Brian A. Kahn, PhD; Niels Maness, PhD; William McGlynn, PhD; Dennis Martin, PhD; Michael A. Schnelle, PhD
Associate Professors: Michael Holmes, MLA; Warren Roberts, PhD
Assistant Professors: Bruce Dunn, PhD; Cheryl Mihalko, MLA; Justin Moss, PhD
Assistant Extension Specialists: David Hillocks, MS; Kim Toscano, MS

Natural Resource Ecology and Management
M. Keith Owens, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professor and Thomas E. Berry Professor in Water Research and Education: Dave Engele, PhD
Sarkey’s Distinguished Professor: Samuel D. Fuhlendorf, PhD
Bollenbach Chair of Wildlife Ecology: Fred S. Guthery, PhD
Professors: Terrence G. Bidwell, PhD; Craig A. Davis, PhD; Karen R. Hickman, PhD; Salim Hiziroglu, PhD; Thomas C. Hennessey, PhD; Thomas Kuzmic, PhD; Thomas B. Lynch, PhD; Craig R. McKinley, PhD; Edwin L. Miller, PhD; Rodney E. Will Jr., PhD
Associate Professors: Kevin P. Allen, PhD; R. Dwayne Elmore, PhD; Stephen W. Hallgren, PhD; Timothy J. O’Connell, PhD; Daniel E. Shoup, PhD; Larry G. Talent, PhD; Donald J. Turton, PhD; Gail WT. Wilson, PhD
Assistant Professors: Duncan Wilson, PhD; Chris Zou, PhD
Researchers: Maris A. Gregory, MS; John R. Weir, MS
Assistant Extension Specialist: Marley Beem, MS

Plant and Soil Sciences
David R. Porter, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professor, Sarkey’s Distinguished Professor and Wheat Genetics Chair in Agriculture: Brett F. Carver, PhD
Regents Professor, E. Harrill Distinguished Professor of Crop Science: Donald S. Murray, PhD
Regents Professor, Walter R. Sillington Chair in Agriculture: William Raun, PhD
Regents Professor, Arthur L. Reed Chair: Haifin Zhang, PhD, Acting Head
Melvin D. and Mary E. Jones Distinguished Professor: Brian J. Carter, PhD
Santelmann/Warth Distinguished Professorship in Agronomy: Shaping Deng, PhD
Dillon and Lois Hodges Professor of International Agriculture: Liuling Yan, PhD
Nutrients for Life Professorship: Chad Godsey, PhD
Warth Distinguished Professorship in Agronomy: Jeffery T. Edwards, PhD
Professors: JC Banks, PhD (emeritus); Arthur R. Klett, PhD; Bjorn C. Martin, PhD (emeritus); Thomas Peeper, PhD (emeritus)
Associate Professors: Michael P. Anderson, PhD; Jeffery T. Edwards, PhD; Chad Godsey, PhD; Chad Penn, PhD; Daren D. Redfearn, PhD; Yangji Wu, PhD; Liuling Yan, PhD
Assistant Professors: Sergio Abit, PhD; Brian Arnaul, PhD; Gopal Kakani, PhD; Sara Lancaster, PhD; Tyson Ochsner, PhD; Million Tadege, PhD; Jason Warren, PhD
Adjunct Assistant Professors: Kelly Chenault-Chamberlin, PhD; Twain Butler, PhD; Jagadeesh Mosali, PhD
Adjunct Professors: Ivan Ortiz-Monasterio, PhD; Steven Moore, PhD; Tim Springer, PhD
Specialists: Randy Bowman, PhD; Mark Boyles, MS; Rick D. Koehnener, MS; T. Shane Osborne, MS; Roger Osburn, MS

College of Arts and Sciences
Art
Chris Ramsay, MFA—Professor and Head
Professors: Sallie Mccorkle, MFA; Mark D. Sisson, MFA
Associate Professors: Phil Choo, MFA; Carey A. Hissey, MFA; Brandon Reese, MFA; Elizabeth Roth, MFA; Jack D. Titus, MFA
Assistant Professors: Irene Backus, PhD; Jennifer Borland, PhD; Cristina Gonzalez, PhD; Angela Fieh, MFA; Justen Renvey, MFA; Louise Siddons, PhD; Shaogian Zhang, PhD
Botany
Linda Watson, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professors: Michael W. Palmer, PhD; David W. Meinske, PhD
Professors: William J. Henley, PhD; Ronald J. Tyrl, PhD (emeritus)
Associate Professors: Mark Fishein, PhD; Arnon Rikin, PhD; Gerald Schoenknacht, PhD; Ming Yang, PhD
Assistant Professors: Andrew Doust, PhD; Janette Steets, PhD
Clinical Instructor: Chris Wood, MS
Chemistry
Frank D. Blam, PhD—Regents Professor and Chair (Harrison I. Bartlett Chair)
Regents Professors: K Darrell Berlin, PhD; Warren T. Ford, PhD (emeritus); Lionel M. Raff, PhD
Regents Service Professor: Neil Furdie, PhD (emeritus)
Professors: Allen W. Apblett, PhD; Richard A. Bunce, PhD; J. Paul Devlin, PhD (emeritus); Ziad El Rassi, PhD; John I. Gelder, PhD; Barry Lavine, PhD; Mark G. Rockley, PhD; Jeffrey White, PhD
Associate Professors: Nicholas Materer, PhD; LeGrande E. Slaughter, PhD; Charles S. Weinert, PhD
Assistant Professors: Kevin Ausman, PhD; Sadagopan Krishnan, PhD; Toby Nelson, PhD; Ronald Rahaim, PhD; Yoland Vasquez, PhD; Jimmie Weave, PhD
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Larry L. Mullins, PhD—Professor and Interim Head
Associate Professor: Cheryl Giddens, PhD
Assistant Professors: Kaje Auilger, PhD; Gary J. Beeby, MA; Michael Boyle, PhD; Mary Kristen Clark, PhD; Ramesh Kaipa, PhD
Instructor: Jan Marks, MA
Computer Science
Subhash Kak, PhD—Regents Professor and Head
Professors: John P. Chandlee, PhD (emeritus); K. M. George, PhD; George E. Hedrick, PhD (emeritus); M. H. Samadzadah, PhD
Associate Professors: Anthony T. Burrell, PhD; H.K. Dai, PhD; Douglas R. Heisterkamp, PhD; Blayne E. Mayfeld, PhD; Nothlich Park, PhD; Johnson Thomas, PhD
Assistant Professors: Eric Chan-Tin, PhD; Tingting Chen, PhD; Christopher Crick, PhD
English
Carol L. Modr, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professors: Dennis Preston, PhD
Professors: Linda Austin, PhD; William Decker, PhD; Elizabeth Gribb, PhD; Gene Halleck, PhD; Edward Jones, PhD; Lisa Lewis, PhD; Robert Mayer, PhD; Ravi Sheorey, PhD; Jeffrey Walker, PhD; Martin Wallen, PhD
Associate Professors: Ron Brooks, PhD; An Cheng, PhD; Amanda Cobb, PhD; Rebecca Damon, PhD; Randi Edlesvik, PhD; Richard Frohock, PhD; Toni Graham, MFA; Andrew Doust, PhD; Janette Steets, PhD
Assistant Professors: Ondrea Ackerman, PhD; Jan Billman, MFA; Nancy Caplow, PhD; JC Hallman, MFA; Brian Jacobson, PhD; Lynn Lewis, PhD; Jeff Menne, PhD; Laurie Schick, PhD; Andrew Wadoski, PhD
Foreign Languages and Literature
Perry J. Gethner, PhD—Regents Professor, Norris Professor and Head
Professors: John J. Deveny, Jr., PhD; Victor Dmitriev, PhD; Frederique Koottnerus, PhD; Karin Schentok, PhD; Dennis Seage, PhD
John te Velde, PhD; Keith Tribe, PhD; Christopher Weinr, PhD
Associate Professors: Jonathan Ellis, PhD; Paul D. Epstein, PhD; John W. Howland, PhD; Susana Peroa-Fox, PhD; Dorothy Schrader, PhD; Lucero Tenorio, PhD
Assistant Professor: Erik Ekman, PhD

2012-2013 University Catalog
Religious Studies
Bruce C. Crauder, PhD—Director
Adjunct Associate Professor: Michael D. Thompson, PhD
(Phoebe Schertz Young Chair)

Sociology
Duane Gill, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professors: Riley Dunlap, PhD; David Knottnerus, PhD
Professors: Kenneth Kiser, PhD; Thomas Shrivers, PhD; Jean Van Delinder, PhD
Associate Professors: Beth S. Camiglia, PhD; John Coss, PhD (emeritus); Andrew Fullerton, PhD; Bin Liang, PhD; Tammy Mix, PhD; Stephen Perkins, PhD
Assistant Professors: Kelly Hartshorn, PhD; Mike Long, PhD

Statistics
Ibrahim Ahmad, PhD—Regents Professor and Head
Professors: P. Larry Claypool, PhD (emeritus); Mark E. Payton, PhD
Associate Professors: Carla L. Goad, PhD; Brenda J. Masters, PhD; Melinda H. McCann, PhD
Assistant Professors: Joshua Habiger, PhD; Ye Liang, PhD; Lan Zhu, PhD

Theatre
J. Kevin Doolen, MFA—Professor and Head
Professors: Judith Conk, MFA; Heidi Hofer, MFA; Peter Westerhoff, MFA
Associate Professor: Lloyd Caldwell, MFA
Assistant Professors: Maria Beach, PhD; Ray Brassella, MFA; Jordi Jinks, MFA
Clinical Instructors: Daniel Colinsky, BFA; Rana J. Webber, MFA

Zoology
Loren Smith, PhD—Regents Professor and Head
Regents Professors: Anthony Echele, PhD (emeritus); Stanley Fox, PhD; Ron Van Den Busche, PhD
Professors: Bret S. Danilowicz, PhD; Margaret Ewing, PhD (emeritus); Donald French, PhD; Karen McCee, PhD; Scott McMurry, MFA
Dale Toetz, PhD (emeritus)
Associate Professors: Kristen Baum, PhD; Meredith Hamilton, PhD; Matthew Lorenz, PhD
Assistant Professors: Jason Belden, PhD; Matthew Bolek, PhD; Andrew Dzialowiski, PhD; Jennifer Grindstaff, PhD; Punidan Jeyasingh, PhD; Barney Lutheg, PhD; Alexander Ophir, PhD; Monica Papes, PhD; Michael Tobler, PhD

College of Education
School of Applied Health and Educational Psychology
John Romans, PhD—Associate Professor and Head
—Lowell Caneday, PhD; Diane Montgomery, PhD
—Professors: Alfred Carlozzi, EdD; Steve Edwards, PhD; Bert Jacobson, EdD; Terry Sinnett, PhD; Carrie Winchrow, PhD
—Associate Professors: Donald Boswell, PhD; Barbara Caroza, PhD; Hugh Crebach PhD; Gary Ducon, PhD; Steve Harrist, PhD; Patricia Hughes, PhD; Sue C. Jacobs, PhD; Jerry Jordan, EdD; Donna Lindenmeier, PhD; Bridget Miller, PhD; Matthew S. O'Brien, PhD; Tim Passmore, EdD; Douglas Smith, PhD; Aric Warren, EdD
—Assistant Professor: Timothy Bughurst, PhD; Teresa Brown, PhD
—Yoon Jung Cho, PhD; Robert Christenson, EdD; Julie Crotz, PhD
—Jill Dorton-Clark, PhD; Julie Koch, PhD; Blaine Long, PhD; Valerie McGaha, PhD; Brian Pency, PhD; Eric Ryan, PhD; Tyler Topps, PhD; Jennifer Valberding, PhD; Georgette Vetter, PhD

School of Educational Studies
Katye Perry, PhD—Associate Professor and Interim Head
—Regents Professors: Dale Fuqua, PhD
—Professors: Edward Harris, PhD; Steven Marks, EdD; Janice Miller, PhD
—Associate Professors: Lucy Bailey, PhD; Laura Barnes, PhD; Timm Bliss, EdD; John D. Foubert, PhD; Fred Hansen, PhD; Todd Hubbard, EdD; Kerri Kearney, EdD; Bernita Krumm, PhD; Katye Perry, PhD; Jesse Mendez, PhD; Katye Perry, PhD; Susan Stansberry, EdD; William Venable, PhD; Guoping Zhao, PhD
—Assistant Professors: Denise Blum, PhD; Katherine Curry, EdD; Chad Depperschmidt, EdD; Christopher Jenkins, PhD; Angel Kymes, PhD; Shabana Mir, PhD; Tammi Moore, PhD; Penny Thompson, PhD; Steven Wanger, PhD
—Manager, Aviation: Lance Fortney, MS
—Chief Flight Instructor: Mark Uhlinman, EdD

School of Teaching and Curriculum Leadership
Pamela Brown, EdD—Professor and Interim Head
—Professors: Kathryn Castle, EdD; Julie Thomas, PhD; David Yellin, PhD; Virginia Worley, PhD
—Associate Professors: Lynna Ausburn, PhD; Pat Lamphere-Jordan, EdD; Belinda McCharen, EdD; M. Sue Christian Parsons, PhD; Jennifer Sanders, PhD; Mary Jo Self, EdD; Hongyu Wang, PhD; Juliana Uley, PhD; Qiaying Wang, PhD
—Assistant Professors: Julie Angle, PhD; Semei Ariz, PhD; David Buckner, PhD; Penny Cantley, PhD; Kimberly Davis, PhD; Alice Giacobbe, PhD; Toni Ivey, PhD; Faryl Kander, PhD; Seungho Moon, EdD; Shanendra Nowell, PhD; Adrienne Redmond-Sanogo, PhD; Sheri Vasinda, PhD

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering
Daniel L. Thomas, PhD, PE; Professor and Head
—Regents Professors: Glenn O. Brown, PhD, PE; Marvin L. Stone, PhD (emeritus)
-Professors: Timothy J. Brown, PhD, PE; Nurhan Dunford, PhD, PE; Ronald L. Elliott, PhD, PE (emeritus); Raymond L. Huhnke, PhD, PE; Michael D. Smolen, PhD (emeritus); Daniel E. Storm, PhD; Randal K. Taylor, PhD, PE
—Adjunct Professors: Jurgen Garbrecht, PhD; Gregory J. Hanson, PhD, PE; Randy Raper, PhD
—Associate Professors: Danielle D. Bellmer, PhD; Harry L. Field, EdD; Gary A. Fox, PhD, PE; Douglas W. Hamilton, PhD, PE; Carol Jones, PhD, PE; Yu Mao, PhD; Ning Wang, PhD, PE; Paul W. Weller, PhD, PE; Mark Wilkins, PhD, PE
—Adjunct Associate Professors: Joshua B. Payne, PhD; George Sabagh, PhD
—Assistant Professors: Hasan Altayeh, PhD, PE; Michael Buser, PhD; Robert Scott Frazier, PhD, PE; Ajay Kumar, PhD; Jason R. Vogel, PhD, PE
—Adjunct Assistant Professors: Sherry L. Hunt, PhD; John Wanjura, PhD
—Associate Researcher: J. Carlson, PhD
—Assistant Researcher: Krushna N. Patil, PhD
—Assistant Extension Specialist: Albert J. Sutherland, MS

Chemical Engineering
Khaled A.M. Gasein, PhD—Bartlett Chair, Professor and Head
—Regents Professor and Amoco Chair Emeritus: Robert L. Robinson, Jr., PhD, PE
—Regents Professor and Kerr-McGee Chair Emeritus: Kenneth J. Bell, PhD, PE
—Regents Professor and Anadarko Petroleum Corp. Chair: Gary L. Foutch, PhD, PE
—Professors: Russell Amoco Chair: Friedrich Huma, PhD; K. Peter Huma, PhD
—Professors: Ahmed, PhD, PE; Jan Wagner, PhD, PE; J. Robert Whiteley, PhD, PE
—Professor and Associate Dean for Research: D. Alan Tree, PhD
—R.N. Maddox Associate Professor: James E. Smay, PhD
—Associate Professors: Heather D.N. Fahlenkamp, PhD; Karen A. High, PhD; Martin S. High, PhD, PE; Sundar V. Maddali, PhD; James E. Smay, PhD
—Assistant Professor: Joshua D. Ramsey, PhD

Civil and Environmental Engineering
John N. Veensstra, PhD, PE—Professor and Head
—Professors: SA. Ahmed, PhD; Stephen A. Cross, PhD, PE; William F. McTernan, PhD, PE; Chen-Ping (Kelvin) Wang, PhD
—Associate Professors: Rafat Bihat, PhD; Robert Emerson, PhD, PE; Hyung Seok (David) Jeong, PhD; Tyler Ley, PhD, PE; Bruce Russell, PhD, PE; Dee Ann Sanders, PhD, PE; Avdhesh K. Thyagi, PhD, PE; Gregory G. Wilber, PhD, PE
—Assistant Professor: Phil Lewis, PhD, PE
—Adjunct Professors: Garry Gregory, PhD, PE; Enos Stovec, PhD, PE

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Keith A. Teague, PhD, PE—Professor and Head
—Regents Professor, P50/Albrecht Naeter Professor and Director, Engineering Energy Laboratory: Rama Ramakumar, PhD, PE
—Regents Professor and Henry & Shirley Bellmon Chair in Optoelectronics: Daniel R. Grischkowsky, PhD
—Professors: H. Jack Allison, PhD, PE (emeritus); Charles M. Bacon, PhD (emeritus); James E. Baker, PhD (emeritus); Charles E. Bunting, PhD; Richard L. Cammins, PhD (emeritus); Guangxian Fan, PhD; Martin T. Hagan, PhD, PE; Jeremy S. Krauits, PhD; Ronald P. Rhoten, PhD, PE (emeritus); James C. West, PhD, EI; Yao Yalagadda, PhD (emeritus); Gary Yen, PhD; Wei Li Zhang, PhD
—Associate Professors: Stephen Bell, PhD; Damon Chandler, PhD; Qi Cheng, PhD; Alan Cheville, PhD; Thomas W. Gedra, PhD; Chriswell G. Hutchens, PhD, PE; Louis G. Johnson, PhD; Carl D. Latino, PhD; Daqing Piao, PhD; George Scheets, PhD; Weihua Sheng, PhD; James Stine, PhD
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Assistant Professors: Reza Abdolvand, PhD; Nazanin Rahnavard, PhD; Sohum Sohoni, PhD; Daryoubeh Vahabzadeh, PhD
Research Professor: Vignesh Rajaman, PhD
Adjunct Professor: John M. Achen, PhD
Adjunct Associate: John O’Hara, PhD
Adjunct Assistant Professor: Sohum Sohoni, PhD

General Engineering
David R. Thompson, PhD—Professor and Associate Dean
Associate Professor: Stephen S. Bell, PhD, PE
Adjunct Assistant Professors: John Best, BS; Deborah Herrmann, MBA; Rudy Herrmann, MBA; Donald W. Pitts, BS; Angela Sheek, MSETM; Greg Watson, MS

Industrial Engineering and Management
William J. Kolarik, PhD, PE—Professor and Head
Professor and AT&T Endowed Professor: Satish S. Bukapatnam, PhD
Professor: Manjunath Kamath, PhD
Associate Professors: J. Ceci, PhD; Terry Collins, PhD, PE; Camille F. De Yong, PhD; Richi G. Ingalls, PhD; Zhengyou Kong, PhD; Tieming Liu, PhD; John W. Nazemetz, PhD; David B. Pratt, PhD, PE
Assistant Professor: Balabhaskar Balasundaram, PhD

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Regents Professor and Herrington Endowed Chair in Advanced Materials: Don A. Lucca, PhD, Drhc, CMgE
Regents Professor and C.M. Leonard Professorship in Engineering: J.D. Spitale, PhD, PE
Professor and Noble Foundation Chair: James K. Good, PhD, PE
Professor and T.J. Cunningham Endowed Chair: Andrew S. Arena, Jr., PhD
Professor and Centennial Professorship in Engineering: Prabhakar R. Pagilla, PhD
Professor and C.F. Colcord Endowed Professor: Raman P. Singha, PhD
Professor and Ray & Linda Booker Endowed Professor: James D. Jacob, PhD, PE
Professor and L.A. Maciula Endowed Teaching Professor: Daniel E. Fisher, PhD
Professors: Bruce A. Feiertag, BS (adjunct); Lawrence L. Hoberock, PhD, PE (emeritus); David G. Lilley, PhD, DSc, PE; Karl N. Reid, ScD; John J. Shelton, PhD, PE (adjunct); Gary E. Young, PhD, PE
Associate Professors: Frank W. Chambers, PhD, PE; Lorenzo Cremaschi, PhD; Richard J. Gaeta, PhD (adjunct); Jay C. Hanan, PhD; Ali Kaan Kalkan, PhD; Khaled A. Sallam, PhD
Assistant Professors: Hamed Hatami-Marbini, PhD; Sandip R. Harimkar, PhD; Paul H. O’Donnell, MSc (adjunct); David A. Rubenstein, PhD; Wei Yin Rubenstein, PhD
Lecturers: Joseph P. Connor (adjunct assistant professor); Ronald D. Delahoussaye, PhD (adjunct professor); Jeremy A. Morton, PhD (adjunct assistant professor); Robert M. Taylor, PhD (adjunct associate professor)

School of Architecture
Randy Setzinger, MArch, AIA—Professor and Head
Professors: Mohammed Bilbeisi, MArch, RA; Suzanne D. Bilbeisi, MArch, RA; Nigel R. Jones, MArch, RIBA, RA; Steve E. O’Hara, MArchEng, PE; Khaleed Mansy, PhD; Tom Specter, PhD, AIA; Jeffrey K. Williams, MArch, RA; John Phillips, MArchEng, PE; Michael Rabens, PhD; Paulo Sanza, MArch, RA
Associate Professors: Jeanne Homet, MArch, AIA; John Phillips, MArchEng, PE; Michael Rabens, PhD; Paulo Sanza, MArch, RA
Assistant Professors: Seung Ra, MArch; Carisa Ramming, MArchEng, PE; Nathan Richardson, MArch, RA; Awilda C. Rodriguez, MArch; Jerry L. Stivers, MArch, AIA

Division of Engineering Technology
James E. Bose, PhD (Emeritus) —Professor and Director

Construction Management Technology
Dana E. Hobson, PhD, PE—Construction Management Advisory Board Chair; Professor and Head
Associate Professors: Mark H. Pruitt, MS, MArch, RA; Heather Yates, EdD, AC
Assistant Professor: Miles Hunter, MS, PE
Adjunct Professor: Robert Krewett, MS

Assistant Professor: Reza Abdolvand, PhD; Nazanin Rahnavard, PhD; Sohum Sohoni, PhD; Daryoubeh Vahabzadeh, PhD
Research Professor: Vignesh Rajaman, PhD
Adjunct Professor: John M. Achen, PhD
Adjunct Associate: John O’Hara, PhD
Adjunct Assistant Professor: Sohum Sohoni, PhD

General Engineering
David R. Thompson, PhD—Professor and Associate Dean
Associate Professor: Stephen S. Bell, PhD, PE
Adjunct Assistant Professors: John Best, BS; Deborah Herrmann, MBA; Rudy Herrmann, MBA; Donald W. Pitts, BS; Angela Sheek, MSETM; Greg Watson, MS

Industrial Engineering and Management
William J. Kolarik, PhD, PE—Professor and Head
Professor and AT&T Endowed Professor: Satish S. Bukapatnam, PhD
Professor: Manjunath Kamath, PhD
Associate Professors: J. Ceci, PhD; Terry Collins, PhD, PE; Camille F. De Yong, PhD; Richi G. Ingalls, PhD; Zhengyou Kong, PhD; Tieming Liu, PhD; John W. Nazemetz, PhD; David B. Pratt, PhD, PE
Assistant Professor: Balabhaskar Balasundaram, PhD

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Regents Professor and Herrington Endowed Chair in Advanced Materials: Don A. Lucca, PhD, Drhc, CMgE
Regents Professor and C.M. Leonard Professorship in Engineering: J.D. Spitale, PhD, PE
Professor and Noble Foundation Chair: James K. Good, PhD, PE
Professor and T.J. Cunningham Endowed Chair: Andrew S. Arena, Jr., PhD
Professor and Centennial Professorship in Engineering: Prabhakar R. Pagilla, PhD
Professor and C.F. Colcord Endowed Professor: Raman P. Singha, PhD
Professor and Ray & Linda Booker Endowed Professor: James D. Jacob, PhD, PE
Professor and L.A. Maciula Endowed Teaching Professor: Daniel E. Fisher, PhD
Professors: Bruce A. Feiertag, BS (adjunct); Lawrence L. Hoberock, PhD, PE (emeritus); David G. Lilley, PhD, DSc, PE; Karl N. Reid, ScD; John J. Shelton, PhD, PE (adjunct); Gary E. Young, PhD, PE
Associate Professors: Frank W. Chambers, PhD, PE; Lorenzo Cremaschi, PhD; Richard J. Gaeta, PhD (adjunct); Jay C. Hanan, PhD; Ali Kaan Kalkan, PhD; Khaled A. Sallam, PhD
Assistant Professors: Hamed Hatami-Marbini, PhD; Sandip R. Harimkar, PhD; Paul H. O’Donnell, MSc (adjunct); David A. Rubenstein, PhD; Wei Yin Rubenstein, PhD
Lecturers: Joseph P. Connor (adjunct assistant professor); Ronald D. Delahoussaye, PhD (adjunct professor); Jeremy A. Morton, PhD (adjunct assistant professor); Robert M. Taylor, PhD (adjunct associate professor)

School of Architecture
Randy Setzinger, MArch, AIA—Professor and Head
Professors: Mohammed Bilbeisi, MArch, RA; Suzanne D. Bilbeisi, MArch, RA; Nigel R. Jones, MArch, RIBA, RA; Steve E. O’Hara, MArchEng, PE; Khaleed Mansy, PhD; Tom Specter, PhD, AIA; Jeffrey K. Williams, MArch, RA; John Phillips, MArchEng, PE; Michael Rabens, PhD; Paulo Sanza, MArch, RA
Associate Professors: Jeanne Homet, MArch, AIA; John Phillips, MArchEng, PE; Michael Rabens, PhD; Paulo Sanza, MArch, RA
Assistant Professors: Seung Ra, MArch; Carisa Ramming, MArchEng, PE; Nathan Richardson, MArch, RA; Awilda C. Rodriguez, MArch; Jerry L. Stivers, MArch, AIA

Division of Engineering Technology
James E. Bose, PhD (Emeritus) —Professor and Director

Construction Management Technology
Dana E. Hobson, PhD, PE—Construction Management Advisory Board Chair; Professor and Head
Associate Professors: Mark H. Pruitt, MS, MArch, RA; Heather Yates, EdD, AC
Assistant Professor: Miles Hunter, MS, PE
Adjunct Professor: Robert Krewett, MS

Electrical Engineering Technology
Imad Abozahr, PhD, PE—Associate Professor and Interim Head
Assistant Professors: Brian Morton, MS, PE; Ellis C. Nuckolls, MS, PE
Sr. Research Engineer: William Holley, BS, CET

Fire Protection and Safety Technology
Michael D. Larnaga, PhD, PE, CIH, CSP—Professor, Simplex Professor and Head
Assistant Professors: Bryan Hoskins, PhD; Tingguang Ma, PhD; Qingsheng Wang, PhD
Visiting Assistant Professor: John Stevens, PhD, CIH

Mechanical Engineering Technology
James E. Bose, PhD (Emeritus)—Professor and Head
Professors: Richard A. Beier, PhD, PE; Chulho Yang, PhD
Associate Professors: Kenneth Belanusz, MSEM; Young Bae Chang, PhD, PE; Warren L. Lewis, MS
Assistant Professor: Aaron Alexander, MS

College of Human Sciences
Design, Housing and Merchandising
Kathleen Robinette, PhD—Professor and Head
Associate Professor and Christine Salmon Professor: Theodore Drab, MS
Professors: Jorge Atiles, PhD, PA; Paullette Hebert, PhD, SHRE; Shiretta Owenby, PhD
Associate Professors: Mihyun Kang, PhD; Semra Pekos, PhD; Randall Russ, PhD; Jane Swinney, PhD
Assistant Professors: Cosette Armstrong, PhD; Greg Clare, PhD, Hyun-Joo (Hannah) Lee, PhD; Melinda Lyon, PhD; Gina Peek, PhD; Adriana Petrova, PhD; Mary Rappert-Stroescu, PhD
Clinical Assistant Professor: Rick Bartholomew, MS
Clinical Instructor: Diane Limbaugh, MS

Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Bill Ryan, EdD, RD, LD—Charles W. Lamphere Professor and Director
Regents Professor and William E. Davis Chair: Hallin Qu, PhD
Associate Professors: Murat Hance, PhD; Jerold Leong, PhD
Assistant Professor and Associate Director: Sheila Scott-Hasell, PhD
Assistant Professors: Yeasun Chung, PhD; Catherine Curtis, PhD; Lisa Sletitch, PhD
Clinical Assistant Professor: Steven Ruge JD
Clinical Instructors: David Davis, MS; Philippe Garvey, MS; Heidi Haar, MS
Interim Manager, The Atherton Hotel at OSU: Steven West, MS

Human Development and Family Science
Sue Williams, PhD—Professor and Head
Assistant Department Head: Jarrod Marcum-Noffsinger, MS
Regents Professor and Dean: Stephen Wilson, PhD
Regents Professor and Graduate Coordinator: Laura Hubbs-Tait, PhD
Professor and OSU-Tulsa Graduate Coordinator: Amanda Morris, PhD
Assistant Professor, Bryan Close Professor and Undergraduate Coordinator: Amanda Harrist, PhD
Associate Professor and OSU-Tulsa Undergraduate Coordinator: Karina Shreffler, PhD
Professor and Endowed Professor in Parenting: Robert Larzelere, PhD
Professor and George Kaiser Family Foundation Endowed Chair in Family Resilience: Joe Gzorzvacz, PhD
Associate Professor and Bryan Close Professor in Adulthood and Aging: Whitney Bailey, PhD
Associate Professor and ECE Program Coordinator: Julia Atiles, PhD
Associate Professor and Gerontology Program Coordinator: Alex Bishop, PhD
Associate Professor and MFT Program Coordinator: Gladie Topham, PhD
Assistant Professor and Center for Family Services Director: Matt Brosi, PhD
Professor: Carolyn S. Henry, PhD
Associate Professors: Michael Criss, PhD; Brandt Gardner, PhD; Tammy Henderson, PhD; Charles Hendrix, PhD; Christine Johnson, PhD; Michael Merten, PhD; Sissy Osteen, PhD
Assistant Professors: Ron Cox, PhD; Jan Johnston, PhD; Mona Lane, PhD; KAMI SCHWERDTFEGER, PhD; Eileen St. Pierre, PhD
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Visiting Assistant Professor: Jennifer Jones, PhD
Clinical Assistant Professor: Amy Haliburton, PhD
Cleo L. Craig Child Development Laboratory Director: Dianna Ross, MS
Instructors: Vicki Ehlers, MS (intern placement); Jamie Hughes, MS (advisor)

Nutritional Sciences
Nancy M. Betts, PhD, RD—Jim and Lynne Williams Professor and Head
Professor and Associate Department Chair: Janice Hermann, PhD, RD/LD
Regents Professor and Marilyn Thoma Chair: Barbara J. Stoecker, PhD, RD/LD
Regents Service Professor: Gail Gates, PhD, RD
Professor and John and Sue Taylor Professor: Brenda Smith, PhD
Associate Professors: Arpita Basu, PhD; Barbara Brown, PhD, RD/LD; Stephen Clarke, PhD, RD; Tay Kennedy, PhD, RD/LD; Edmín Lucas, PhD; Lenka Shriver, PhD
Assistant Professor: Deana Hildebrand, PhD, RD/LD
Research Associate Professor: Stephany Parker, PhD
Director of Dietetic Internship and Clinical Instructor: Julie Huber, MS, RD/LD
Director of Didactic Program in Dietetics and Assistant Director of Dietetic Internship: Carol Beier, MS, RD/LD
Instructors: Michael Rhone, MS, RD; Sheila Williams, MS, RD; Gena Wollenberg, MS, RD/LD
CNEP Coordinator: Debra Garrard Foster, MS
Visiting Professor: LuAnn Solaia, PhD, RD

Spear's School of Business
Economics and Legal Studies in Business
James R. Fain, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professor: Dan S. Rickman, PhD
Professors: Lee C. Adkins, PhD; Orley M. Amos, Jr, PhD; Michael J. Applegate, PhD; Kevin Currier, PhD; Keith Willett, PhD
Associate Professors: Mary N. Gade, PhD; Jaebeom Kim, PhD; Tipton F. McCubbins, JD; Andrew L. Urich, JD
Assistant Professors: Jaya Dey, PhD; Harounan Kazianga, PhD; Bidisha Lahiri, PhD; Laurie A. Lucas, JD; Karen Maguire, PhD; Michael D. Morris, PhD; Abdul Munasib, PhD; Geoffrey P. Pivateau, JD

Finance
John A. Polonchek, PhD—Professor and Head
Professors: David A. Carter, PhD; Timothy L. Krehbiel, PhD; Ramesh P. Rao, PhD; Betty J. Simkins, PhD; W. Gary Simpson, PhD; Gary Trenpohl, PhD
Associate Professors: William H. Dare, PhD; Joel Harper, PhD; Ronald K. Miller, PhD; Ali Nejadmalayeri, PhD
Assistant Professors: Alexander Boquist, PhD; Bilal Erturk, PhD; Yuzhao Zhang, PhD
Clinical Faculty: Tom Johansen, PhD

Management
Kenneth K. Eastman, PhD—Associate Professor and Head
Professors: Sara M. Freedman, PhD; Dennis L. Mott, EdD; Debra L. Nelson, PhD; Thomas H. Stone, PhD; Margaret White, PhD
Associate Professors: Federico Aime, PhD; Raj Basu, PhD; W. Matthew Bowler, PhD; Bryan Edwards, PhD; Scott Johnson, PhD; Chalmer E. Labig, Jr, PhD; James Pappas, PhD; J. Craig Wallace, PhD
Assistant Professors: Rebecca Greembaum, PhD; Timothy A. Hart, PhD; Aaron Hill, PhD; Alexis Smith, PhD; Cynthia Wang, PhD
Other Faculty: Bryan Finch, PhD; Marla Mahar

Management Science and Information Systems
Rick L. Wilson, PhD—Professor and Head
Regents Professor: Ramesh Sharda, PhD
Professors: Ali Amiri, PhD; Nik Dalal, PhD; Dursen Delen, PhD; David C. Ho, PhD; Tim C. Ireland, PhD; Jeretta H. Nord, EdD; Rathindra Sarathy, PhD; Mark Weiser PhD
Associate Professors: David F. Bins, PhD; Jin Kyu Lee, PhD; Nicholas Romano, PhD
Assistant Professor: Jason Nichols, PhD
Clinical Faculty: James Barkman, PhD
Other Faculty: Charles Gray

Marketing
Joshua L. Wiener, PhD—Professor and Head
Professors: Tom Brown, PhD; Goutam Chakraborty, PhD; Lawrence A. Cmbsby, PhD; L. Lee Manzer, PhD
Associate Professors: Todd Arnold, PhD; Xiang Fang, PhD; Karen Flaherty-Pappas, PhD; Marys Mason, PhD; Ajay Sukhdial, PhD; Tracy Suter, PhD; Kevin Voss, PhD
Assistant Professors: Ted Matherly, PhD; Susan Wei, PhD
Other Faculty: James Mason, PhD; Don Mitchell; Jerry Rackley

School of Accounting
Robert Cornwall, PhD, CMA—Associate Professor and Head
Professor: Charlotte J. Wright, PhD, CPA
Associate Professors: Don Herrmann, PhD; Carol B. Johnson, PhD; Tony Kang, PhD; Sandeep Nabra PhD; William C. Schwartz, PhD, CPA
Assistant Professors: John Abernathy, PhD, CPA; Bradley Blaylock, PhD; Brad Lawson, PhD, CPA; Angela Spencer, PhD, CPA; Paula Sanders, PhD, CPA; Chad Stefaniak, PhD, CPA
Other Faculty: Monika Turek, MS, JD; Alyssa Vowell, MBA, CPA

School of Entrepreneurship
Bruce Barringer, PhD—Professor and Interim Head
Professors: Robert Baron, PhD; Vance Fried, JD; Michael H. Morris, PhD
Assistant Professors: Brandon Mueller, PhD; Justin Webb, PhD
Clinical: Rubin Pillay, PhD
Other Faculty: Kevin Kriner; Tom Westbrook, PhD; Jon Wiese

Center for Health Sciences
Provost of the Center for Health Sciences and Dean of the College of Osteopathic Medicine
Kayse M. Shrum, DO

Biomedical Sciences and Graduate Studies
Bruce Benjamin, PhD—Professor and Associate Dean

Anatomy and Cell Biology
Kirby L. Jarulin, PhD—Professor and Chair
Professors: William D. Meek, PhD; Kenneth E. Miller PhD
Associate Professors: Doris K. Patneau, PhD; Kent S. Smith, PhD
Assistant Professors: Anne Weil, PhD; Neda Wilson, PhD

Behavioral Sciences
Vivian M. Stevens, PhD—Professor and Chair
Professors: Richard H. Bost, PhD; Michael H. Pollak, PhD; Sue K. Redwood, PhD; Nancy Van Winkle, PhD
Associate Professor: Richard A. Wansley PhD
Clinical Assistant Professor: Teri L. Bourdeau, PhD

Biochemistry and Microbiology
Charles G. Sanny, PhD—Professor and Chair
Professors: Martin W. Bansbach, PhD; Robert S. Conrad, PhD
Associate Professors: Earl L. Blevett, PhD; Franklin R. Champlin, PhD; Rashmi Kaul, PhD; Gregory W. Sawyer, PhD
Assistant Professors: Gerdol Kühler, PhD; Dorothy Turetsky, PhD

Clinical Education
Joan E. Stewart, DO, MPH—Associate Professor and Associate Dean

Family Medicine
Christopher Thurman, DO—Associate Professor and Chair
Professors: Jenny J. Alexopolus, DO; Larry D. Cherry, DO; William Stephen Eddy, DO, MPH
Associate Professors: James Hess, EdD; William J. Pettit, DO; Thomas R. Pickard, DO; Joan Stewart, DO
Assistant Professors: Lora D. Cotton, DO; Sarah Hall, DO
Clinical Assistant Professors: Jeffrey Chasteen, DO; Regina Lewis, DO; Cornelia D. Mertz, DO; Susan Steele, DO
Clinical Assistant Professors - Emergency Medical Section:
Dennis E. Blankenship, DO; Mark E. Bubaugh, DO; Jennifer Jo Eischen, DO;
Michele M. Fowler, DO; Gavin Gardner, DO; David Gearhart, DO; Aaron Q. Lane, DO;
William Wylie, DO

Forensic Sciences
Robert W. Allen, PhD—Associate Professor and Chair
Professor: R. Tom Glass, DDS, PhD
Assistant Professor: Jarrad R. Wagner, PhD

Internal Medicine
Damon L. Baker, DO—Professor and Chair
Professors: David F. Hitzeman, DO; Paul B. Rock, PhD, DO; Gary L. Slick, DO
Associate Professor: Johnny R. Stephens, PharmD
Assistant Professor: Moosumi Som, DO
Clinical Associate Professors: John DeWitt, DO; Daniel A. Nader, DO
Clinical Assistant Professors: Katherine Cook, DO; A. Nicole Farrar, DO;
Matt Willett, DO

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Joseph R. Johnson, DO—Clinical Assistant Professor and Chair
Assistant Professor: Terry K. Badzinski, DO
Clinical Associate Professor: William Po, MD
Clinical Assistant Professor: Lance Frye, MD
Research Associate Professor: Ani K. Kaul, MD

Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine
Robin Dyer, DO—Associate Professor and Chair
Professor: Harriet H. Shaw, DO
Associate Professor: Leigh B. Goodson, PhD
Clinical Assistant Professors: Kelley Jean Joy, DO; Mark Hai Tai, DO

Pathology
Karlis I. Slioka, DO—Associate Professor and Interim Chair
Professors: Edward Golzan, MD; Joseph Price, PhD

Pediatrics
Rhonda L. Casey, DO—Associate Professor and Interim Chair
Professors: Stanley E. Grogg, DO; Kayse M. Shrum, DO
Associate Professor: Christine Clary, DO
Assistant Professor: Shawna Duncan, DO
Clinical Associate Professors: M. Hany Elsayed, MD; Adolfo D. Garnica, MD
Clinical Assistant Professors: Travis Campbell, DO; Amanda Foster, DO;
Colony S. Fugate, DO; Heather Rector, DO; William See, DO

Pharmacology and Physiology
Alexander J. Roach, PhD, Professor and Chair
Professors: Craig Stevens, PhD; David R. Wallace, PhD
Associate Professors: Bruce Benjamin, PhD; Randall L. Davis, PhD;
Warren E. Finn, PhD; Randy S. Wymore, PhD
Assistant Professors: J. Thomas Curtis, PhD; Kathleen S. Curtis, PhD

Radiology
Dean Fullingim, DO—Adjunct Clinical Professor and Chair

Surgery
Michael Thomas, MD—Clinical Assistant Professor and Chair
Associate Professors: Douglas C. Foster, DO; Michael H. Whitworth, DO
Assistant Professor: Brian C. Diener, DO
Clinical Assistant Professors: Laurie A. Duckett, DO; Timothy Frink, DO;
Susan B. Young, DO

Center for Veterinary Health Sciences

Veterinary Pathobiology
*James H. Meinkoth, DVM, PhD, DACVP—Professor and Interim Head

Regents Professors and Endowed Chairs:
*Anthony W. Confer, DVM, PhD, DACVP and Walter R. Stiltong endowed chair;
*Robert W. Fulton, DVM, PhD, DACVM and McCaskill endowed chair;
*Katherine M. Kocan, MPhil, PhD, and Walter R. Stiltong endowed chair;
Susan Little, DVM, PhD, DEVPC and Kurl/Ewing endowed chair
Professors: William Barrow, PhD and Stiltong endowed chair;
Kenneth Clinkenbeard, DVM, PhD;
*Jean M. d’Offay, DVM, PhD, DACVM; Richard W. Eberle, PhD;
Sidney A. Ewing, DVM, PhD (emeritus); J. Carl Fox, PhD (emeritus);
*Bill Johnson, DVM, DACVP; *Sanjay Kapil, DVM, PhD;
*Rebecca Morton, DVM, PhD, DACVM (emerita);
*Roger Panciera, DVM, PhD, DACVP (emeritus);
*Jerry W. Ritchey, DVM, PhD, DACVP
Associate Professors: *Robin Allison, DVM, PhD, DACVP;
*Melanie Breshears, DVM, PhD, DACVP; *Gregory Campbell, DVM, DACVP;
*Brad Njaa, DVM, MS, DACVP; *Timothy Snider, DVM, PhD, DACVP
Assistant Professors: *Tamara Guil, DVM, PhD, DACVM, DACVP;
*Brenda Love, DVM, PhD, DACVM; Tom Oomens, PhD; Mason Reichard, PhD;
Jared Taylor, DVM, MPH, PhD, DACVM, DACVP
Lecturer: Kelly Allen, PhD
Clinical Associate Professors: Keith Bailey, DVM, PhD; Eileen Johnson, DVM, PhD
Clinical Assistant Professors: Grant B. Rezabek, DVM, MPH;
*Theresa Rizzi, DVM, MPH, DACVP

Associate Research Professors: Edmouf Blouin, PhD (emeritus);
Phil Bourne, BS, BTEC
Assistant Research Professors: Sahla Ayalew, Ph.D; Christina Bourne, PhD
Residents: Katy Bradford-Jacocks, DVM; Laura Lane, DVM; Rinosh J. Mani, BVSc, MS;
Nicholas Sorensen, DVM; Mee Ja Sala, DVM; Suna Fujita, DVM; Jason Wood, DVM;
Pi Ju Yang, BVSc
Graduate Associate Professor: Patricia de Souza Coutinho, DVM, MSc

Veterinary Clinical Sciences
*G. Reed Holsoply, DVM, PhD, DACT—Interim Head

Professors: *Joseph Alexander, DVM, DACVS (President, CIED); Kenneth E. Bartels, DVM, MS; Lionel J. Dawson, BVSc, MS, DACT;
*G. Reed Holsoply, DVM, PhD, DACT; *John P. Hoover, DVM, MS, DACVIM, DABVP;
*Michael D. Lorens, DVM, DACVP, *Charles G. MacAllister, DVM, DACVP (emeritus);
*Mark Nee; DVM, DACVIM; *Mark C. Rochat, DVM, MS, DACVS;
*Richard Shawley, DVM, MS, DACVA (emeritus); *D.L. Spey, DVM, DACVP

Associate Clinical Professors: M. Hany Elsayed, MD; Adolfo D. Garnica, MD
Clinical Assistant Professors: Travis Campbell, DO; Amanda Foster, DO;
Colony S. Fugate, DO; Heather Rector, DO; William See, DO

Pharmacology and Physiology
Alexander J. Roach, PhD, Professor and Chair
Professors: Craig Stevens, PhD; David R. Wallace, PhD
Associate Professors: Bruce Benjamin, PhD; Randall L. Davis, PhD;
Warren E. Finn, PhD; Randy S. Wymore, PhD
Assistant Professors: J. Thomas Curtis, PhD; Kathleen S. Curtis, PhD

Radiology
Dean Fullingim, DO—Adjunct Clinical Professor and Chair

Surgery
Michael Thomas, MD—Clinical Assistant Professor and Chair
Associate Professors: Douglas C. Foster, DO; Michael H. Whitworth, DO
Assistant Professor: Brian C. Diener, DO
Clinical Assistant Professors: Laurie A. Duckett, DO; Timothy Frink, DO;
Susan B. Young, DO
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Interns: Rebecca Baumruck, DVM; Ryan Birks, DVM; Brandy Cichocki, DVM; Chase Constant, DVM; Brian Dugovich, DVM; Kristina Gronkiewicz, DVM; Haley Leeper, DVM; Rachel Oman, DVM

Physiological Sciences
Larry E. Stein, PhD—Associate Professor and Interim Head

Regents Professor: Lin Liu, BS, PhD (Lundberg-Kienlen Professor of Biomedical Research); Carey N. Pope, PhD (Siftonight Chair in Toxicology)

Professors: James E. Breslize, DVM, PhD (emeritus); Nicholas L. Crosse, PhD (emeritus); *Michael S. Davis, DVM, MS, PhD (Oxley Chair in Equine Sports Medicine); Jerry R. Malayer, PhD; Charlotte L. Ownby, MS, PhD (emeritus); Chris Ross, DVM, PhD; Alastair G. Watson, BVSc, PhD

Adjunct Professors: David W.A. Bourne, BPharm, MS, PhD; Stephen Brimijoin, BA, PhD; Larry P. Gonzalez, BS, MA, PhD; David Marlin, BSc, PhD; Terence H. Risby, PhD; E. William Sarver, AB, MS, PhD

Associate Professors: Guangping Chen, MS, PhD; Veronique Lacorome, DVM, PhD, Diplomate ACVIM, Diplomate ECEIM; James W. Lish, MS, PhD; *Lara K. Maxwell, DVM, PhD; *Joseph P. McCann, PhD; *Dianne McFarlane, MS, DVM, PhD; *Sandra E. Morgan, DVM, MS

Adjunct Associate Professors: Joseph R. Bidwell, BSc, MSc, PhD; David R. Wallace, BS, PhD; Guolong Zhang, BS, MS, PhD

Assistant Professors: Myron Hinsdale, DVM, PhD; Veronique Lacombe, DVM, PhD, Diplomate ACVIM, Diplomate ECEIM; James W. Lish, MS, PhD; *Lara K. Maxwell, DVM, PhD; *Joseph P. McCann, PhD; *Dianne McFarlane, MS, DVM, PhD; *Sandra E. Morgan, DVM, MS

Adjunct Assistant Professors: Junping Guo, BS; Aaron Herndon, BS, DVM; Eric Loetz, BS; Nabil Rashdan, BS, MS; M. Asitha Silva, BS, MS; Xiao Xiao, BS, MS; Li Zhang, BS, MS

Staff: Kimberly D. Hill, BS, MS; Dallas Karcher, BD; Christopher H. Pivinski, BS; Lana Schler, BS

Oklahoma Animal Diseases Diagnostic Laboratory
*Bill J. Johnson, DVM (pathologist)—Professor and Director

Professor: *Sanjay Kapil, DVM, MVSc, PhD (virologist)

Associate Professors: *Gregory A. Campbell, DVM, PhD, MRCVS (chief pathologist); *Sandra E. Morgan, DVM, MS (toxicologist)

Assistant Professors: *Brenda Love, DVM, PhD (microbiologist)

Clinical Associate Professor: Keith L. Bailey, DVM, PhD, DACVP (pathologist)

Clinical Assistant Professor: Grant Rezabek, DVM, MS (pathologist)

*Board Certification in Specialty Area